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seems. However, talk with them and, sooner rather than later, a smile may appear.The reason?
Well, the housing market’s runaway train, with its prices soaring from 1993 until 2007, was finally
stopped; but not by them.A few tabloids and their readers may still think agents and developers
are the devil incarnate but most of the country — no, make that the world — blame the banks
and not the property industry for the slump in house prices and the broader economic malaise
gripping the globe.If one thing has become a given as we hit the second decade of the 21st
century, it is that the banks and other lenders have been too lax, too cavalier, too optimistic and
almost certainly insufficiently honest with investors, borrowers and each other. There is an
absolute imperative for them now to restructure their balance sheets to fund more or even all of
their loans from deposits and not by borrowing on wholesale markets, which is where the roots
of the credit crunch lie.What is more, while the banks take the blame, it appears that the housing
market has — we think — escaped suffering a wholesale crash. Many would use the “C” word
but I believe it is wrong to do so. This book does not skimp on revealing how a few areas have
seen prices collapse by as much as 50%, but I carefully avoid using the term “crash” throughout
these pages for two reasons.The first is because I think the word is inaccurate in describing what
has happened to the residential market when seen over the long-term.If an average 30% or even
35% price fall for homes constitutes a “crash”, then what happened to oil prices (down from
$145 per barrel to $40 in just two months in late 2008) would be described as a cataclysmic
collapse. But we know the longer-term trend for oil is upwards, so just about no one uses the
term “crash” for a relatively short-term slump in that commodity’s price.In 2008, for example, UK
house prices fell 12% to 18% depending on which index you use or believe. Over the calendar
year, oil fell by 58% (and we know it fell far more if you do not look at the whole year and simply
look at its highest point, in the early autumn, and its lowest point, just before Christmas).
Meanwhile, Sterling’s value on world markets fell 24% in the calendar year and the FTSE-100
share index dropped 31%. Against those measures, too, would you say that house prices
crashed? No.Even now I believe that residential prices, like oil, will rise in value over the long-
term and within the next decade prices will surpass those seen at the recent peak, 2007. Classic
capitalism may have its huge weaknesses but the shortage of homes within the UK means that a
lack of supply compared to demand will push prices up, notwithstanding the over-supply that
exists in some areas of the country.The second reason I do not use the word “crash” is because
a few of my journalistic colleagues have debased its value.Most business, finance, property and
industry writers have a decent enough understanding of the housing market and so have usually
avoided the “C” word in recent years. However, a few hacks have taken the easy way out and
extrapolated one adverse house price index or one example of a distress sale into a permanent
trend.Inevitably, that meant “crash” appeared in a small number of headlines, and equally
inevitably that meant some less sophisticated property insiders started blaming the press rather
than anyone else — even the banks.So if you have gone as far as to buy this book, the likelihood
is we can agree on two things at this early stage: the UK housing market suffered an unruly
downturn but not a crash, and the root cause lies with the banks rather than the property



industry.But before we all engage in a group hug, think about this.Many agents and developers
fell by the wayside in the downturn years following late 2007. But did they have to? Were they as
well prepared and appropriately structured as they could have been, ahead of what was an
inevitable downturn?Of those agents and developers who struggled through the slump, are
there lessons they could teach the rest of us regarding their business models, their attitudes and
their skills?I think so, because it would surely be a mistake to simply wait for an upturn and
assume all will then revert to the same world that we inhabited between 1993 and 2007.That
world will clearly not be the same, and estate agents and residential builders may well suffer
more and for longer if they do not use the current malaise as an opportunity to reconsider and
reshape how they work.This book does not pretend to have complete answers, but is perhaps
most useful in raising questions — the classic role of the journalist during the ages.My position is
one which has many advantages.As a freelance journalist writing solely about residential
property for more than a decade now, I have chronicled the growth in the industry in recent
times. It seemed a very basic business back in the mid-1990s. It was before the biggest surge in
buy-to-let; before large-scale international property ownership and investment; before the
internet revolutionised sales, searches and buyer awareness; before Home Information Packs;
before the rise (and fall?) of “city centre living”.But the biggest advantage is that although I have
an understanding of the industry I also have an outsider’s view, weighed down by neither the
workload of the agent nor of the developer. My position also avoids having to be unnecessarily
respectful of industry processes just because “that’s how they’ve always been done”.So that is
why it appears clear to me that many agents and developers can do more to protect themselves
from the next inevitable downturn, whenever that may be.If that protection had been in place five
years ago, perhaps more industry players would have spotted the signals that were missed and
which we try to identify in Chapter one. Then, perhaps more agents and builders could have
survived the fate that befell them, chronicled in later chapters of this book.What are those forms
of protection? What could the property industry have used: new technology, taken tips from
other industries to better shelter itself and perhaps even build business in the future? We look at
all that, too, before we assess what the future might hold — good and bad.The “we” in question
are the scores of property analysts, estate agents, developers and other industry insiders who
kindly gave me their time and views since the start of the downturn. My thanks are due to them
and also to Alison Bird, Commissioning Editor at EG Books, and my ever-patient wife Helen
Crossfield.The best parts of this book are down to these people: the rest is down to me.Graham
NorwoodMarch 20091What were you doing on 9 August 2007?It is pointless to try to identify the
“start” of the credit crunch.Some observers say it was in the spring of 2007, when the US lender
New Century Finance filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection — that heralded the start of
global public awareness of a problem with something called sub-prime mortgages.Others say it
was in July that year, when Bear Stearns (remember that company?) told investors in two of its
hedge funds that they would not be compensated, because other banks refused to lend Bear
Stearns any money for a bail-out. That was the incident which signalled the reluctance of banks



to lend to each other.Still others say the start of the crunch was not one event but a protracted
process dating from the late 1990s. That was when cheap loans, some offered by those we can
now safely describe as cheap-suited wide boys, became commonplace across most of the
major economies and especially in the UK and the US.In any case, the exact start date is not
important. In the early months of 2007, few in the British property industry had any knowledge of
arcane Wall Street lending processes or the way in which the major US financial institutions
bundled up debts and sold them like a cut-price contagion around the world.Even a year later, as
2008 dawned, the property industry had no idea what was going to happen.Most commentators
were optimistic, buoyed by a Bank of England interest rate cut in December 2007. They were
anxious to silence the occasional siren voice predicting doom and gloom.“We expect economic
conditions to be more difficult for the housing market, but we do not expect a recession. Interest
rates are on the way down and there is the ongoing issue of under-supply. Consequently the
underlying fundamentals are perhaps more positive than recent swings in sentiment might
suggest” was how the Nationwide Building Society’s Chief Economist, Fionnualla Earley, saw
the year ahead in January 2008.Estate agency King Sturge predicted a 4% rise in average
prices across the UK and 6% in London; Savills predicted a 3% rise, as did Knight Frank;
property consultancy Hometrack plumped for 1%.If only they, and the rest of us, paid attention
on 9 August 2007.For that was the day the credit crunch came to our backyard — or at least to
Europe’s backyard — even if we did not recognise the problem at the time. On that day BNP
Paribas, a French investment bank, told its investors that they could not withdraw money from
two of its funds because of what it called “a complete evaporation of liquidity” in the market
place.Suddenly what was happening across the Atlantic was happening across the Channel.
The European Central Bank acted quickly. Within a week it put over £130 billion into the banking
market — the first of hundreds of such interventions by central banks on all five continents in the
following 18 months.It is probably a safe bet that none of us realised then what those actions
meant, so the odds are that you do not actually remember what you were doing on 9 August
2007. But that is exactly the point of this chapter; we seem to have missed the signals.On that
day we were more occupied with the Land Registry’s news that English and Welsh house prices
were still rising by an average of 9.4% (the highest rate for over a year and a level which has not
been matched since, of course).Or perhaps as a country the UK was too busy completing its
routine daily quota of business. Back then it was, believe it or not, 5,000 house sales and 160
buy-to-let mortgages being processed every working day.We in the property business were, of
course, getting on with stuff. Stuff that fuelled the property market, put roofs over people’s
heads, helped many realise their dreams, and paid our own salaries and mortgages.But why did
we not notice what was going on, even as late as mid-2007?Why were developers not
restructuring to reduce exposure to a burgeoning buy-to-let sector? Why were agents still
expanding their branch empires — in August 2007 an estimated 60 new branches opened in
England alone, a sign of an industry believing it was growing, not accelerating towards an abyss?
Liam Bailey, head of residential research at Knight Frank, has been a leading residential analyst



for five years and believes the industry made three errors.First, it assumed the long-term low
level of house building throughout the UK would keep demand and therefore prices high,
irrespective of other factors.Second, he says people were focussed on bricks and mortar and
did not anticipate a fast-moving mortgage drought.Third, too many analysts failed to link the US
sub-prime crisis with the UK. “Too many commentators were still too UK-centric in their world
view. The global nature of the bubble was missed” he suggests.“The only publication to really
forecast it was the Economist, which had a world house price index back in 2004 saying the
market was deflating and would eventually burst” says Bailey.He says the real estate boom had
enjoyed so many false sunsets that no one recognised the real one:In early 2003 the market
slowed down and we all thought it was the start of a fall. But by the summer of that year, it was
moving up again. It did the same thing at the end of 2004 and into the start of 2005 — prices
stagnated and demand dropped, only for it all to gather momentum again by the summer. So
when we saw things slowing in late 2007, we probably didn’t react as quickly as we could.Rival
analyst Jenneit Siebrits of CB Richard Ellis agrees that it was the international inter-relatedness
that caught the UK industry on the hop:It was not so much that signals were missed, but the
global climate changed so rapidly that analysis of key indicators could not have predicted where
we are now. The sub-prime crisis affected almost every market and the extent to which banks
had unwittingly entangled themselves was unclear until Bear Sterns collapsed. The fall of
Lehman Brothers then confirmed the inevitable.Nick Goble is an estate agent who entered the
industry at the time of the 1990s recession and now is the franchise holder for Winkworth’s
agency across part of south London, he stated:I don’t think we actually missed much over the
last 10 years. We saw a strong economy, with what we thought was sustainable growth. We all
knew that the loan to value ratio and mortgages were increasing. This, however, did not concern
us in general as interest rates were historically low …I remember during the last recession
interest rates were at 15% and inflation was at 9%. We all thought the [more recent] increase in
the lending barriers were affordable.So what was different now? Goble says:When I first started
as an agent there was not really a global economy on the scale we have today. Communication
was more limited, which I think was critical in maintaining confidence. Too much information is
not necessarily a positive thing. Ignorance was always bliss, as they said.Goble’s view is typical
of many highly successful estate agents, especially those who worked mainly or solely in sales.
Douglas & Gordon’s Ed Mead — another agent who rose to prominence in the 1995–2007
boom, writing national newspaper columns and even being a subject in a fly-on-the-wall TV
documentary series — says the signals were not so much missed, as wrongly interpreted:The
signs were in the basics. We were, for the first time ever, in a long term low interest environment.
This skewed people’s sense of perspective in the same way it skewed the banks’ perspective.
That’s why income-value multiples and lending criteria became so dangerous.Peter Rollings of
Marsh & Parsons, and formerly Managing Director of Foxtons, says:I’m not sure that one can
look back and say that we missed the dangers of ‘leveraged securitised debt’.It seems from
reading what the commentators are saying; even the people dealing with it didn’t understand it



so what chance has the average man in the street got?Rollings says it is wrong for the industry,
and perhaps especially those outside it, to beat itself up and blame estate agents for failing to
act:It’s easy to do and common place. [But] I think one must not lose sight of the fact that it is the
job of the agent to get the most amount of money that anyone will pay for a property. Where that
particular purchaser gets their money from and how much they are borrowing and at what rate
and level, is frankly immaterial to the job.And yet, and yet … those signals were there. Rollings
adds:With the benefit of hindsight, one could see that there was something wrong when buyers
were coming to us having arranged their mortgage sometimes at six or seven times their annual
salary. In general, if one is borrowing 20% more than the property is worth at today’s prices, it is
in effect saying that this is a one way bet. We all know from the last recession that this is not
true.This unsustainable approach to lending and buying — not to mention prices — reads now
to some people, just a few years on, as an example of poor judgment and complacency by the
industry as a whole. But back then, we all just thought these phenomena were part of the price
to be paid for a buoyant property market.But whilst macro-economics were easy to misread or
overlook by the property industry, which has never been run by economists, there were in
retrospect many other signs within our own industry that should have started the alarm.A few
obvious examples are discussed in the following sections.Missed Signal 1: Far too Many New
Apartments … and Far too ExpensiveThe headlines in October 2008 were dominated by
financial gloom as institutions fell and banks were nationalised. But one piece of housing market
news — equally gloomy — penetrated the front pages.It was that city centre apartments across
the UK had seen the largest falls in value since the start of the housing slump, according to , a
little-known website with a surprisingly sophisticated line in statistical analysis. It said flats in the
Birmingham Canal area had seen the greatest falls in value, while flats in the Deansgate quarter
of central Manchester were the second fastest fallers. Almost all large city centres featured
elsewhere in the firm’s league table of declining prices.This was not yet another index saying, in
terms so broad they were almost impossible to pin down, that average prices across the whole
country were dropping. Instead, Mouseprice said the falls were not actually linked to the
desirability of an area at all and instead were most prominent in those locations where a large
number of flats had been built over recent years.“Price falls have not discriminated according to
how much a property cost in the first place or how desirable an area was” said a Mouseprice
spokesman. “A clear theme has emerged with the top 10 areas dominated by northern city-
centre regeneration sites. These areas attracted the most buy-to-let investors in the boom and
have recently suffered due to supply outstripping demand. But falls are not limited to
regeneration areas and have spread to unexpected locations.”There should have been no
surprise there, and we should have spotted it earlier.Northern city centres had become the
whipping boy of the property market during 2008, and with good reason. If only they had been
under similar scrutiny in, say, 2005 then some of the worst effects of the downturn may have
been avoidedData from Knight Frank — the estate agency that invented the catchphrase “city
centre living” and had become the most vocal advocate of buy-to-let in northern city centres for



five years after the Millennium — show that in 1995 just 20,000 people lived in the combined city
centres of Manchester, Liverpool, Newcastle, Leeds and Sheffield.By 2005 that figure had
become 47,000 with annual inflation for those properties running as high as 21% in selected
areas. But the pace and volume of development continued even beyond that dramatic scale of
repopulation, spurred on by the property industry’s short-term profit-seeking and, of course, by
the endless grind of government planning directives seeking ever more dense
development.Leeds city centre had 3,655 new flats built by mid-2005, with another 2,408 under
construction, 4,808 seeking planning permission and another 4,963 in long-term plans.In
Sheffield, 2,445 had been built with 1,262 under construction, 2,112 with planning and another
2,484 in the long-term. In Manchester there had been 5,630 built, 2,377 under construction,
2,468 with planning and 3,000 in long-term proposals. Over in Liverpool some 3,523 had been
built by mid-2005 with 3,049 under construction, 1,548 with planning and 2,562 in long-term
proposals.Newcastle, where the local authority was starting to reject planning applications of
flats and suffered orchestrated abuse from developers for doing so, some 2,421 had been built
but only 480 were under construction. Yet 1,228 were awaiting planning consent and another
2,419 were sitting on paper for the long-term.Then there was Nottingham, Glasgow, Edinburgh,
Bristol, and even small towns like Slough and Basingstoke which were all being swamped with
schemes of two-bed, two-bath flats. The early years of repopulation had ended by 2006 so flats
completed, under construction or at planning stage from that point on had no guaranteed buyer
(landlord or owner occupier) and was directly contributing to what became the housing market
slowdown.Some siren voices were speaking out against this endless glut. Back in 2005, Andrew
Wells of the Leeds-based auction house Allsops — a long-term critic of the flat-building
obsession that gripped his city and many others shortly after the Millennium — noted that
literally thousands of landlords’ resale apartments were vying for buyers with the seemingly
endless production line of new flats.Again in 2005, the developer CALA Homes sold 916 new
homes of which 63% were apartments — a high figure, but nonetheless lower than the 67% of
2004. “We’re aiming to reduce this further to 50% over the next three years” promised CALA’s
Development Director Robert Millar, who added:The market for apartments has weakened
significantly — with the city centre apartment market reaching saturation point — as the
proportion of apartments being built soared to unprecedented levels in a very short space of
time, from 36% two years ago [in 2003] to 55% in 2005.That seems a prescient view today but
back then Millar was in a minority within the property industry. There were many other
developers and agents, often with substantial public relations budgets and scant regard for
honest analysis, who poured scorn on the few who noticed there were just too many
flats.Jonathan Morgan, a Leeds estate agent selling city centre apartments and who has forged
alliances with other agents in the city, remains unapologetic about it all. Back in 2005 it was the
same story as in the pages of Estates Gazette he lambasted “sensational articles in national
newspapers”. By 2008 he had set up a campaign to counter what he believed was negative
publicity about the over-supply in the city, and this time he even regarded Estates Gazette as a



source of the sensational articles.“Leeds, unlike many of its peer cities, has carried out
academic research on the city living market which has in turn sparked a grown up debate about
the pace and nature of supply. The findings of this report are increasingly referenced by
developers when appraising the viability of land opportunities” he says.By the end of 2008 things
were looking rather different.It was easy to find former buyers of Leeds city centre apartments
who were by then selling them for as little as 60% of the price they paid, while some of the early
advocates of the “city centre living” idyll were having troubles of their own.Simon Morris, a
former Director of Leeds United and owner of a portfolio of properties reported to include 500
Leeds apartments, put his firm SRM Holdings into administration late in 2008. He was the
developer of a £36m residential scheme in Leeds, had been injured in a reported drive-by
shooting, and had been named in a BBC TV Panorama programme about the controversial sale
of student flats. Landlords who had bought buy-to-let properties from one of his firms claimed
they had paid too much and many said they had properties repossessed after failing to cover
their mortgage repayments.But the glut of apartments, although greatest in the northern city
centres, was by no means restricted to that region.Figures released in 2008 — then looking
back on 2007 as the final “real” year of house building before the slowdown hit — showed that
the principal housing type being started in England, Wales and Northern Ireland was, of course,
“the apartment”.According to the National House Building Council’s (NHBC) statistics, flats and
maisonettes made up 51% of new homes started in England during the third quarter of 2007 —
almost double the combined percentage of semi-detached and detached homes.In Wales,
NHBC statistics show that the percentage of flats and maisonettes started in the third quarter of
2007 rose from 34% in the second quarter to 46%, over double the 21% figure for detached
homes.In Northern Ireland, the entire year of 2007 experienced a significant rise in the number
of flats and maisonettes when compared to 2006. NHBC statistics showed that flats and
maisonettes constituted 29% of all new homes started in the year — five percentage points
higher than detached homes started and nine percentage points higher than semi-detached
homes started during the same period.2007’s third quarter figures for Scotland show flats and
maisonettes rivalling detached houses — 37% compared with 39%.Knight Frank’s Liam Bailey
says there was a kind of blindness at the time, believing apartments were the right way to
go:There was so much government spin around targets, we blindly thought gluts of one and two
bedroom flats were partly, perhaps significantly, the answer to our problems. What we didn’t
consider was that the apartments were being built above pubs and clubs in city centres, and the
growing numbers of single-person households we were being told about were actually little old
ladies outliving their male partners.Just a few years on, this all seems absurd. It reads like a
disaster waiting to happen, and happen it did. Why did we miss it?Missed Signal 2:
Comparisons with the Early 1990sToo often throughout late 2007 until early 2009, housing
commentators would say that the downturn must be less severe than in the early 1990s because
the wider British (and indeed global) economy was in better shape now than then.But that was a
falsely complacent comparison — the British economy was indeed better in 2008 than in 1990,



but so what? The differences that counted were to do with financing, not the headline inflation,
unemployment or productivity rates.“Turnover rates in the housing market have fallen to historic
lows, even below the levels in the 1990s when the economic conditions were worse than they
are today. At the trough of the market in quarter four 1990, interest rates were at 14% and there
were almost double the number of unemployment claimants, yet a greater proportion of owner
occupiers were taking out mortgages to move house” notes Fionnuala Earley, Chief Economist
of the Nationwide Building Society.“The significant difference today is the financial market shock
which has led to the severe tightening of credit. In quarter four 1990, 60% of first time buyers
were taking out loans with loans-to-value above 90%, today the equivalent proportion is 14%.
While this may reflect less desire on the part of borrowers to borrow at high LTV, especially given
its higher cost, it also implies that part of the reduction in turnover today is likely to be due to the
availability of finance at higher LTV” she says.Missed Signal 3: Countrywide’s Clever MoveThe
estate agency group Countrywide plc has always been a big indicator of the market, as it should
be — in 2007 it handled around one in 12 of all residential sales and quite a few lettings, mostly
at the mid-to low-end of the market.In May 2007, Countrywide plc was acquired by the private
equity finance group Apollo Management LP, which took the group out of public ownership. It
closed many offices — after all, it had literally dozens of high street brand names operating side
by side, so the scope for rationalisation was obvious. But while it made it clear that it expected a
downturn, perhaps the biggest sign that we missed was that it toggled.Toggled? Well, yes. I
cannot explain this arcane financial procedure better than Robert Peston, the BBC’s Business
Editor who became a legend (not to mention a harbinger of doom) during the credit crunch. He
put it like this in his BBC Online blog early in 2008:Britain’s largest estate agent, Countrywide,
has toggled. Or to translate, it has stopped paying interest in cash on £100m of debt and is
instead rolling it up.It’s a sign of the tsunami that’s hit Britain’s estate agents that Countrywide —
which has about 8% of the British residential market — has decided to conserve as much cash
as it can.However, under the extraordinarily favourable borrowing terms negotiated by
Countrywide’s private-equity owner, Apollo of the US, when buying this business for more than
£1bn a year ago, Countrywide is quite within its rights to stop paying this interest in cash — and
there’s nothing its lenders can do but wince.In fact clever old Countrywide has also just drawn
down a further £100m odd from a bunch of banks under a revolving credit facility it negotiated at
the time of the buyout. It’s done this not because it is strapped for cash right now but as
insurance against the risk that its cash-flow from operations will be insufficient to pay its residual
interest over the coming few years.Yes, you read that correctly. A bunch of banks have lent to
Countrywide to allow it to make interest payments to another bunch of lenders. This would be
financial commonsense only in Wonderland.And I have to ask what was on the mind of banks
and other financial institutions when they financed Countrywide’s buyout.It was a deal done at
the very peak of irrational exuberance about private equity last summer. The buyer, Apollo,
obtained the most astonishingly favourable terms from lenders — including the absence of the
normal covenants that allow lenders to take control of a business when the going gets tough.In



the case of Countrywide, it seems there would literally have to be Armageddon for the lenders to
have any real power. Apparently a fall in the volume of house sales this year of over a third,
which is what the Council of Mortgage lenders expects and is in line with Countrywide’s own
estimates, does not represent Armageddon.The boss of Countrywide, Grenville Turner, tells me
that — having drawn on the revolving facility and toggled the £100m floating rate note —
Countrywide has enough readies to pay interest on its residual £640m of cash-interest-paying
debt for three years, even if the housing market remains flat for as long as that (which he says he
doesn’t expect).As for the thousands of agents employed in Countrywide’s 1,100 residential
offices, they have reason to take comfort from bankers’ pain.If it weren’t for the way that Apollo
screwed this mind-boggling deal out of the lenders — if Countrywide hadn’t been able to
suspend cash-interest payments and borrow to pay interest — the prospects for this business
and their jobs would be a good deal worse (though in view of the mess in their market, that’s
probably not a reason to be too cheerful).Whether or not one understands every intricacy in this
characteristically labyrinthine financial process, the point is clear.News of this deal began to
circulate around the accountancy divisions in Britain’s estate agents as early as January 2008
— already too late to fundamentally avoid the slowdown but still with time to see that if the UK’s
largest agent was worried, so we all should be too.It remains to be seen whether this deft move
will be enough to save Countrywide in the long-term. In late 2008, some months after the
toggling procedure, the credit ratings agency Standard & Poor’s downgraded Countrywide’s
credit status, saying it could run out of money within 12 months. This followed the group showing
operating losses of £29m in the first nine months of 2009 and the fact that transactions had
fallen by more than the one-third that its 2007 prediction had been based on.Missed Signal 4:
Lenders’ Systematic Down-ValuingAmongst the first people to notice the slowdown were, of
course, the mortgage lenders. They started to see what became known amongst many lenders
as “cancer corners” — blocks of new apartments being built, mostly in city centres. This led to a
rapid and widespread decision by lenders to down-value new homes.Back in November 2007,
the Nationwide Building Society became the first lender to intentionally do this. At that time the
Society applied it only to all new apartments, but eight months later the policy was extended by
include new-build houses too, as they appreciated the breadth of the slowdown.The policy
became known to the Nationwide’s panel of valuers, who received a string of letters telling them
they should value new flats according to their estimated re-sale price, excluding any new-build
premium.Ironically, this made it harder for some purchases to go ahead and, some went on to
argue, potentially distorted the Nationwide’s own house price index. Some months later the
Council of Mortgage Lenders (CML) and the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) —
which authored guidelines to help valuers make impartial judgments, introduced in September
2008 — admitted that several lenders were doing the same, automatically dropping to second
hand values.
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